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Coronavirus Fact-Check #10:

Why “new cases” are

plummeting.
The number of “new cases” reported is tumbling in
many countries around the world, and has been for
over a month. So what’s causing it?
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T
he scary red numbers are all going down. Check any newspaper or

covid tracking website you want. Cases. Deaths.

Hospitalisations. �ey ’re all going down, sharply, and

have been for weeks, especially in the US and UK.

So, why would that be?

Pundits across the media world have made suggestions – from

vaccines to lockdowns – but there’s only one that makes any real sense.

IT’S NOT VACCINES

�e assumption most people would make, and would be encouraged to

make by the talking heads and media experts, is that the various

“vaccines” have taken e�fect and stopped the spread of the “virus”.

Is this the case? No, no it’s not.

�e decline started in mid-January, far too early for any vaccination

program to have any e�fect. Many experts said as much:

Dr. Wafaa El-Sadr, professor of epidemiology and

medicine at Columbia University’s Mailman School of

Public Health, said the falling case numbers can’t be

attributed to the COVID-19 vaccine, because not even a

tenth of the population has been vaccinated, according

to the CDC.

“
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Further, the drop is happening simultaneously in di�ferent countries all

around the world, and not every country is vaccinating at the same rate

or even using the same vaccine. So no, the “vaccines” are not causing

the drop.

IT’S NOT LOCKDOWN EITHER

Another suspect is the lockdown, with blaring propaganda stating that

all the various government-imposed house arrests and “distancing”

measures have �nally had an impact.

�at’s not it either.

Sweden, famously, never locked down at all. Yet their “cases” and

“Covid related deaths” have been dropping exactly in parallel with the

UK:
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Clearly, if countries that never locked down are also seeing declines in

case numbers, the lockdown cannot be causing them.

So what is?

THE WHO PCR TEST GUIDELINES

Maybe for our answer, we should look at the date the decline started.

Observe this graph:
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As you can see, the global decline in “Covid deaths” starts in mid-to-late

January.

What else happened around that time?

Well, on January 13th the WHO published a memo regarding the

problem of asymptomatic cases being discovered by PCR tests, and suggesting

any asymptomatic positive tests be repeated.
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�is followed up their previous memo, instructing labs around the

world to use lower cycle thresholds (CT values) for PCR tests, as values
over 35 could produce false positives.

Essentially, in two memos the WHO ensured future testing would be

less likely to produce false positives and made it much harder to be

labelled an “asymptomatic case”.

In short, logic would suggest we’re not in fact seeing a “decline in Covid

cases” or a “decrease in Covid deaths” at all.

What we’re seeing is a decline in perfectly healthy people being labelled

“covid cases” based on a false positive from an unreliable testing

process. And we’re seeing fewer people dying of pneumonia, cancer or

other disease have “Covid19” added to their death certi�cate based on

testing criteria designed to in�late the pandemic.

Just as we at O�fG predicted would happen the moment the memo was

published.
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Petra Liverani  Mar 2, 2021 3:17 AM

Yes, Gezzah, but it’s always best to look at this pandemic through the lens of the psyop MO
and have a sense of what – a priori – will happen.

We know that there will be multiple strands of propaganda designed to confuse and distract.
That is an absolute given and there will be a spectrum of controlled opposition propaganda
going from complete nonsense (Judy Mikovits and her Wuhan lab drivel) to almost the
whole truth. We could expect that the greatest weight of controlled opposition propaganda
will be that there are numerous problems with the pandemic narrative BUT underneath all
these problems there is actually a virus and a virus illness … when, of course, there is nothing,
nada, niente, the alleged pandemic being a psyop a�ter all and in psyops they only do what
they want for real for real (if anything) while faking the rest. They don’t want a real virus and
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it wouldn’t work for their narrative anyway. Psyops are all about the psych part, not about
simulating reality as closely as possible. To my mind the psyop MO is very similar to how
magicians work – it’s all smoke’n’mirrors, distraction and focusing away from the
fundamental truth.

With their controlled opposition propaganda they’re very good at knowing the kinds of
things people will naturally tend to think and they curate and amplify that thinking. They
KNEW that people would suspect that the virus was made in a Chinese laboratory and so
they made a feature of it – at the start even before any propaganda was pushing it out, a
friend of mine said to me with a sense of triumph that not only did she think the virus was
made in a Chinese lab but another friend thought exactly the same thing. She’s disabused of
that notion now.

I saw Dolores in a video telling us with the biggest smile on her face that she never wears a
mask and “one of the times she was detained for four hours in an airport” was in Dublin.
What, of course, she’s really telling us is that unless you want to be detained for four hours in
an airport (adding all that time to an already tedious trip and being in the very
uncomfortable situation of being “detained”) best to wear a mask.

Dolores is allied with or part of Frontline Doctors, no? FRONTline doctors, geddit? What a
chortle they have over their giveaways.
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Ben  Mar 1, 2021 11:11 PM

Now there is a new “Brazillian strain” Ha ha ha ha ha !! You can’t make this shit up it’s so
nonsensical.
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Master of rage  Mar 2, 2021 1:18 AM

 Reply to  

This new strain is an invention of le�t-wing Brazilian politicians to justify the fact that
vaccines that are forcibly in the population are nothing but dirty water.These crap don’t
work, so to take this globalist farther farther out of the hat for the emotional fools to
believe.
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